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The Latest 
Generation  
of Tyres

Cooper Tires have the largest range of SUV & 4WD tyres in Australia!

coopertires.com.au

MADE IN

USA



1914 - Cooper traces its roots back to Akron, Ohio, when two 
brothers-in-law purchased the M&M Company in 1914, making tyre 
patches and repair kits. The owners then purchased the Giant Tire and 
Rubber Company to make rebuilt tyres, and moved the business to 
Findlay, Ohio, in 1917. 

1960 - By July 11 1960, the company became a publicly held 
corporation, and was listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 

2013 - On 14 March, Cooper Tire & Rubber’s Texarkana factory in the 
US state of Arkansas produced its 350 millionth tyre.

Today - Today Cooper stands as one of only two U.S. owned tyre 
manufacturers, and is the tenth largest tyre manufacturer in the world. 

1946 - In 1946, the company was re-named to Cooper Tire & 
Rubber Company.

1944 - During World War II, Master Tire earned a special citation 
for converting to wartime production. Master Tires decoy tanks and 
landing boats were used in the Normandy Invasion and throughout the 
European campaign.

1919 - Ira J. Cooper, established the new Cooper Corporation in 
1919 on an adjacent property for the manufacturing of new tyres.

Cooper Tires Headquarters, Ohio in 1930 Cooper Tires Retailer
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Founder of Cooper Tires - Ira J.Cooper

Cooper Tires employees in 1917

Wartime Production 

Cooper Tires Texarkana Factory

Cooper Tires Head Office Findlay Ohio



Cooper Tires Texarkana Factory

Cooper Tires is one of the largest tyre 
manufacturers in the world. Cooper Tires have the 
latest generation of tyres that are built to last. Modern 
tread designs have stronger casings, deeper treads 
and Cooper’s unique Armor-Tek3 carcass construction. 
From premium tyres produced for all highway 
conditions offering ultra high performance handling, 

comfort, low road noise and high treadwear all the 
way through to heavy duty tyres offering traction and 
durability in the most extreme conditions. 

Cooper Tires achieve this high standard through 
designing, testing and manufacturing their own tyres. 

Cooper Tires headquarters is at Findlay, Ohio, which 
includes a technical and research centre, its Tall 
Timbers mould making plant and a manufacturing base.

The Tall Timbers mould facility is one of the 
most modern and unique tyre-moulding plants 
in the USA.  

Unlike many tyre manufacturers who don’t have 
their own mould plant, Cooper decided its own 
mould plant was a crucial factor to be able to respond 
swiftly to consumer needs. By making their own 
moulds, Cooper Tires is also able to control quality 
tolerances to produce top quality tyres.

Cooper Tires is a world leader in research and 
development of modern tyre design. A large reason 
why Cooper tyres are built to last and handle any 
situation is because of the extreme real life testing 
all their tyres go through before going to production. 
Cooper Tires are one of the few manufacturers 
to have their own purpose-built on-road high 
performance test area and a 4WD test arena.

Cooper Tires’ test arena is deep in the semi-arid 
country south of San Antonio, Texas. The 1,000-
acre Tire and Vehicle Test Center (TVTC) is the only 

commercially available site that offers year round 
on-road and off-road testing capabilities in the one 
location. Test drivers run everyday vehicles on the 
tracks to see how tyres handle a range of conditions 
and situations.

The 4WD test facility consists of a mud traction area 
and concrete hill climb slopes, a silt traction area, a 
rough rock-crawl strip, a V-ditch (reminiscent of a rock 
filled gorge) which tests and exposes tyres to extreme 
sidewall wear and tear, and a 101 Course which is a 
short strip of articulation-wrenching ditches.

Making tyres that are built to last

COOPER TIRES TODAY

Cooper’s own mould plant facility

Real life testing facility
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A World leAder in Tyre TeChnology

Cooper Tires USA History

Rock Crawl - Tests resistance to bruising, tread 
cutting/chipping and sidewall punctures.

V-Ditch - 75 Foot v-shaped concrete ditch 
with rough texture and embedded rocks.

101 Course - Hill climbs, off camber, 
articulation bumps and dirt and gravel traction.

Cooper Tires Head Office, Ohio in 2016



Additional to the American testing, Cooper tyres have been TeSTeD AnD proven by 
drivers on countless kilometres around and across Australia since 1991. Tyres sold in Australia 
are put through a variety of rigorous tests that are designed to research and analyse specific 
attributes such as grip, strength and mileage. The tyres as well as feedback from Australia’s 
Cooper tyre specialists are then sent back to Cooper in America for further analysis and 
development to ensure the tyres perform just as well in the harsh Australian conditions as they 
do at Cooper’s Texas testing facility.

This ongoing research and development, which lies at the core of Cooper’s commitment to 
making tyres that last, played an integral role in the development of Cooper’s ATR, S/T, ST-C 
and STT, and continues today with Cooper’s S/Tmaxx, A/T3 and STT PRO.

S/Tmaxx Development TestingTesting the ST-C in harsh Australian Terrain

3 1300 COOPER (266 737)

Tyre TeSTing And AnAlySiS

Tested and proven in 

Australian Conditions



Ken Reuille and Heather Mosier from Cooper Tires USACooper STT PROs being tested in the Simpson Desert
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THE quEST FOR THE ulTIMATE TYRE FOR AuSTRAlIAn COnDITIOnS  
TEST 1: ‘Across Aus’ trip developing Cooper’s All-Terrain Tyre - 2004 

TEST 2: S/T-C is developed - 2007

TEST 3: S/T replacement - prototype development - 2008

TEST 4: Testing the final improved S/Tmaxx prototype - 2010

TEST 5: Developing the STT PRO: Tested & Proven 
across Australia’s Outback - 2014
Put through its paces by Cooper Tires engineers 
across more than 1,000,000 kms of testing 
throughout Australia’s harshest terrains, the 
STT PRO delivers unprecedented traction and 
performance off-road without sacrificing its on-road 
capabilities. The STT PRO was punished through 
countless outback terrains from the Strezelecki 

Track, through Cordillo Downs in the Simpson Desert 
Region, and up to the Gibb River Road through 
the Kimberley region. The STT PRO was put to 
the extreme test with vehicles running at gross 
vehicle mass (GVM) and higher-than-recommended 
pressures. 

Through the testing, the STT pro proved to be 
the toughest off-road tyre showing little to no 
damage.

Tested and proven in 

Australian Conditions



Many brands offer sipes, but only Cooper have 3D sipes which are an innovative technology 
that allow the tread elements of the tyre to interlock. This reduces squirm and improves 
tread element stability, which increases handling. 3D sipes maintain increased traction and 
handling throughout the entire life of the tyre. 

3D MICRO GAUGETM SIPING

DEEPER TREADS 
Up to 30.3% more overall tread AND up to 46.3% deeper tread in the shoulder grooves, 
compared to most original equipment brands. This also means more grip, more miles 
and more damage resistance. This is only possible thanks to Cooper’s unique carcass 
construction which includes wider and stronger steel belts built under the tread.

When comparing tyres, there are three main areas to look at: tread technology, carcass construction and 
compound formula. Each Cooper tyre pattern is developed with specific features in order to achieve the 
ultimate performance. Just a few examples of Cooper’s technologically advanced features are explained below:

StabiledgeTM are bumpers strategically located in several grooves of 
the tyre’s tread. Under the weight and pressure of driving, tyre treads 
tend to close, with StabiledgeTM Technology, the tiny bumpers keep 
the tread open for maximum traction.

STABILEDGETM TECHNOLOGY

Cooper SUV tyres feature Wear SquareTM visual indicators that change shape as the tyre 
wears down, giving you more confidence in the tyre’s safety by knowing the approximate 
tread life remaining. You can now be the tyre expert and inspect your own tyres.

WEAR SQUARETM VISUAL INDICATORS

COOPER 4WD & SUV TYRES fEATURE

COOPER SUV TYRES fEATURE

DEEPER TREAD = MORE MILEAGE (UP TO 80,000KMS)

3D Micro 
GaugeTM Siping

StabiledgeTM 
Technology

Wear SquareTM 

Indicators

Cooper Tires are GENERATIONS AHEAD of 
other leading brands in the 3 areas that matter

READ TECHNOLOGY1.

5 1300 COOPER (266 737)

CHeCK For THeSe SYMBoLS on THe proDUCT pAGeS  
To See SpeCIFIC FeATUreS oF eACH Cooper TYre

CoMpoUnD 
ForMULA

CArCASS 
ConSTrUCTIon

TreAD 
TeCHnoLoGY

Create biting edges for traction and to dislodge stones and debris 
without adding excess road noise.

SAW-TOOTH GROOVES AND SERRATED STEPS

COOPER 4WD TYRES fEATURE

Saw-tooth 
Grooves

Refer to page 16 for more details.

Refer to page 15 for more details.

Refer to page 15 for more details.



COOPER SUV TYRES fEATURE (SUV, LIGHT DUTY)
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Specially formulated cut and chip compound 
additives deliver excellent cut and chip resistance 
on unsealed, rocky and gravel terrain.

Cooper SUV tyres sidewalls are computer designed with an extended bead filler and performance 
compounding. This technology improves lane changing, cornering and overall handling response.
variable density nylon overlaying the steel belts offsets any stiffness created by the extended 
bead filler for a safer, softer and smoother ride.

CUT AND CHIP COMPOUND ADDITIVES

R-TECH (RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY) 

HIGH TENSILE CONSTRUCTION

TYRE CUT 
SECTION

BEAD 
FILLER

STANDARD R-TECH

OMPOUND fORMULA

ARCASS CONSTRUCTION2.

3.

Cooper tyres use high tensile cords and steel belts in their 4WD tyres for maximum strength.

• High Tensile Cords - 33% stronger than standard tensile cords.

• Super Tensile Steel Belts - give you 15% more strength than ‘High Tensile’ steel belts. This design can 
make the tyre lighter for reduced fuel consumption, and stronger for enhanced damage resistance.

The carcass construction of 4WD tyres varies to that of passenger car tyres. 4WD tyres need extra strength in the 
sidewall to combat the extreme conditions you face when off-roading. Cooper 4WD tyres give you added peace of 
mind with Armor-Tek3 (angle ply technology) which gives you safer, more stable handling by adding a third ply. 

normal ply - Brand B with traditional radial tyres, running 
at the same 90° angle from the bead.

Armor-Tek3 - With Armor-Tek3 Technology, a third ply  
(angle ply) runs at an 8° angle. This gives you safer, more 
stable handling, even at lower pressures.

As you corner, it’s the centrifugal force that returns the 
tyre to centre.

The tyre snaps back quicker and has greater stability 
and control.

BRAnD B

Angle Ply

ARMOR-TEK3

Proprietary, tested and proven full 3-ply (angle ply technology) carcass construction in the tread and sidewall 
provides 50% more protection against impact damage and 2.5 times more tear resistance than standard 
traditional radials, 2 or 3 ply.

Normal Ply

High Silicano Silica

10,000km Cut and Chip Test

Cooper A/T3 BrAnD B

Cooper Tires tread compound is uniquely formulated with up to 4 times more silica than 
other premium leading brands. Silica changes the characteristics of the tread compound 
by slowing the rebound after the tyre is compressed under the weight of the vehicle. With 
a slower rebound you get less bounce back and less friction. This increases tyre-to-road 
contact for more traction, more mileage, less cut and chip and better grip - especially in 
the wet.

CHEMICALLY-COUPLED SILICA

COOPER 4WD TYRES fEATURE (LT, HEAVY DUTY)

It Is due to these teChNoLoGICAL AdVANCeMeNts thAt  
CooPeR tYRes ARe GuARANteed to LAst uP to 80,000kMs. 

COOPER 4WD & SUV TYRES fEATURE

YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

80,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY



how can you compare the value    of Cooper Tires VS other brands?

DEEPER TREADS GIVE YOU LONG-LASTING SAfETY AND GRIP IN WET CONDITIONS

Tread Depth vS Braking Distance
Tested at 80kph, this graph shows the wet stopping distance in comparison to the tyre tread depth.
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The chart (above) is based on tyres tested at tread depths of 8mm down to 
the 1.6mm legal limit, and demonstrates how decreasing tread depth 

dramatically increases the wet weather braking distance of a vehicle, 
especially as tread depth wears down below 3mm.

Tread depths of Cooper tyres range from 8.7mm (Compact 
SUV tyre size) to up to 18.3mm (largest Cooper tyre size), 

depending on size and tread pattern. For example, 
a popular large 4WD tyre size has a tread depth of 

14.7mm. 

Cooper tyres give you up to 30.3% more overall 
tread depth, with shoulder grooves that are 
up to 46.3% deeper than many tyres that come 
factory-fitted with new vehicles.

With your safety in mind, this means Cooper tyres 
will give you safe grip for longer during the life of 
your tyres.

Today, some manufacturers are reducing the tyre tread groove depth. The trouble is, as the depth of 
your tyres’ tread decreases, the more grip you lose and the longer it takes for you to stop, especially in 
the wet.

HOW CAN YOU COMPARE THE VALUE Of 4WD TYRES?

Data source: Courtesy of the British Rubber Manufacturers’ 
Association (UK). Tests carried out by independent experts, the 
Motor Industry Research Association (UK).

7 1300 COOPER (266 737)

With 8.0mm of tread depth a vehicle stopped, on average, at 
25.8 metres.

Braking Distance (metres)
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With 3.0mm of tread depth a vehicle stopped, 
on average, at 31.7 metres.

With 1.6mm of tread depth a vehicle 
stopped, on average, at 39.5 metres.



how can you compare the value    of Cooper Tires VS other brands?

HOW CAN YOU COMPARE THE VALUE Of SUV TYRES?
All passenger and SUv light duty constructed tyres sold in America must by law have these ratings 
marked on the sidewall. 

Treadwear - Treadwear grades are an indication of a tyre’s wear rate. The higher the treadwear number, the 
longer it should take for the tread to wear down.  A control tyre is assigned a grade of 100. The treadwear rate of 
all test tyres is compared to that of the control tyre. For example, a tyre grade of 200 should wear twice as long 
as the control tyre.

Traction - Traction grades are an indication of a tyre’s ability to stop in the wet. A higher grade should allow 
your vehicle to stop on wet roads in a shorter distance than a tyre with a lower grade. 

Temperature - Temperature grades are an indication of a tyre’s resistance to heat. Sustained high temperature 
can cause the performance characteristics of a tyre to deteriorate.

8coopertires.com.au Find us on Facebook /CooperTiresAus

Using the Cooper CS5 and SRX 
as an example, how do the UTQG 
ratings compare to the equivalent 
original tyres?

This chart compares the UTQG ratings 
of the original tyres, that come factory-
fitted to five popular vehicles, against 
Cooper’s CS5 and SRX. 

Eg. The original tyre factory-fitted to a Toyota Prado GXL 
has a treadwear rating of 300 and a traction rating B. The 
alternative Cooper SRX has a treadwear rating of 740 and a 
traction rating A, which indicate the SRX will give you up to  
2.5 times more mileage and safer grip.

Vehicle  Tyre Brand Treadwear Traction Temp

Toyota Prado GXL
Dunlop Grand Trek 300 B B

Cooper SRX 740 A B

Mitsubishi Pajero GLS
Bridgestone Dueler H/T 840 300 B A

Cooper SRX 740 A B

Mitsubishi Triton
Bridgestone Dueler H/T 684II 360 B B

Cooper SRX 740 A B

Ford Territory
Goodyear Integrity 440 A B

Cooper CS5 780 A A

Holden Captiva LS
Hankook Dynapro 500 A A

Cooper CS5 780 A A

Mazda CX5
Yokohama Geolander G98 280 A A

Cooper CS5 780 A A

More grip and safety



SWEEPING LATERAL GROOVES  
Sweeping lateral grooves give you enhanced 
handling capabilities and aid in efficient water 
dispersion. They direct water straight into 
the wide circumferential grooves for quick 
evacuation which helps to resist hydroplaning. 
The lateral grooves are up to 46.3% deeper 
than many other factory fitted tyres.

VARIED TREAD BLOCKS 

The varied tread blocks on the shoulder help 
to reduce tread-related noise for a quiet, 
comfortable ride.

CONTINUOUS Off-SET CENTRE RIB
A continuous off-set centre rib design  
offers high speed stability and grip for  
better handling.

The XST-A has an asymmetrical all-season tread design which utilises two distinct tread 
patterns for the best performance in dry traction and wet handling. The deeper tread gives this 
tyre longer life compared to original equipment tyres.

*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

255/55R18 Xl+ 420AA 737 109V 9.5 50,000

265/35R22 Xl+ 420AA 744 102V 9.5 50,000
275/45R22 Xl+ 420AA 805 112V 9.5 50,000
285/45R22 Xl+ 420AA 813 114V 9.5 50,000

9 1300 COOPER (266 737)

90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

PREMIuM 
HIGHWAY TERRAIn
SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

50,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

Refer to page 6 for more details.

HIGH SILICA COMPOUND
Formulated with chemically-coupled 
silica to provide excellent wet traction 
and highway handling.

XST-A
SUV



The H/T PLUS is the closest to the original tyres that come with the vehicle for a quiet, 
comfortable ride. With the added benefit of having deeper treads, the Cooper H/T Plus gives 
you extra grip and longer tyre life.

*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

255/55R18 Xl+ 460AB 736 109T 9.6 60,000
265/60R18 Xl+ 460AA 772 114T 9.6 60,000
285/60R18 460AA 796 116T 9.6 60,000

275/45R20 Xl+ 460AA 756 110T 9.6 60,000
285/50R20 Xl+ 460AA 791 116T 9.6 60,000
305/50R20 Xl+ 460AA 814 120T 9.6 60,000
275/55R20 Xl+ 460AA 812 117T 9.6 60,000
275/60R20 Xl+ 460AB 837 119T 9.6 60,000

SWEEPING LATERAL GROOVES 
Sweeping lateral grooves give you 
enhanced handling capabilities and 
aid in efficient water dispersion. They direct 
water straight into the wide circumferential 
grooves for quick evacuation which helps to 
resist hydroplaning. The lateral grooves are 
up to 46.3% deeper than many other factory 
fitted tyres.

VARIED TREAD BLOCK PITCH SEQUENCE
Designed to reduce tread-related noise while 
aiding in steering response time.

SIPING 
A high number of sipes per tread block across 
the entire tyre allows the tyre to squeeze more 
water out from under the tyre, meaning you 
get increased safety and handling.

10coopertires.com.au Find us on Facebook /CooperTiresAus

90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

H/TPLUS  
HIGHWAY TERRAIn

YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

60,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

SUV



WEAR SQUARETM  
VISUAL INDICATORS
Indicators change as your tyres wear 
making it easy to determine the tread life 
remaining or mechanical problems causing 
irregular wear. This gives you convenience, 
confidence and safety you can see.
Refer to page 15 for more details.

*Configuration may vary depending on tyre size. 

Refer to page 6 for more details.

Refer to page 16 for more details.

HIGH SILICA COMPOUND
Formulated with chemically-coupled 
silica to provide excellent wet traction 
and highway handling.

3D MICRO GAUGETM SIPING
Specially designed 3D Micro GaugeTM sipes 
allow the tread blocks to interlock for maximum 
stability. This gives you increased traction, 
handling and safety, even at half worn.

11 1300 COOPER (266 737)

CS5
SuV 
lIGHT DuTY TOuRInG

The CS5 features the latest leading-edge advancements in tyre technology to deliver an even 
wearing, long lasting, yet quiet tyre, designed to fit most popular SUVs.

90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: SUV

Refer to page 6 for more details.

R-Tech gives you a safer, softer and 
smoother ride.

Computer designed sidewalls with an 
extended bead filler and performance 
compounding. Variable density nylon* 
overlaying the steel belts offsets any stiffness 
created by the extended bead filler.

R-TECH RESPONSE TECHNOLOGYTYRE CuT 
SECTIOn

BEAD 
FIllER

STAnDARD R-TECH

nYlOn  
REInFORCInG



*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load

YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

80,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY
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Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

205/70R15 780AA 669 96T 9.1 80,000
215/70R15 780AA 683 98T 9.1 80,000
215/60R16 780AA 664 95T 8.7 80,000
235/60R16 780AA 688 100T 8.7 80,000
215/65R16 780AA 686 98T 9.1 80,000
225/70R16 780AA 722 103T 9.1 80,000
215/55R17 780AA 668 94V 8.6 80,000
225/55R17 780AA 680 97T 8.7 80,000
235/55R17 780AA 690 99T 8.8 80,000

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

215/60R17 780AA 690 96T 8.7 80,000
225/60R17 780AA 702 99T 8.7 80,000
235/60R17 780AA 714 102T 8.7 80,000
225/65R17 780AA 724 102T 9.1 80,000
235/65R17 780AA 738 104T 9.1 80,000
225/55R18 780AA 705 98T 8.7 80,000
235/55R18 780AA 716 104T 8.6 80,000
235/65R18 780AA 763 106T 9.1 80,000
235/55R19 Xl+ 620AA 741 105H 8.7 80,000

Anyone driving an SUV should consider CS5s.  
Handling on the black top has improved with noticeably less body roll when  
cornering and a quieter ride. They have also the improvement in fuel economy.

Grant Toyer, Ssangyong Korando Driver



Refer to page 6 for more details.

Refer to page 15 for more details.

Refer to page 16 for more details.

The SRX blends advanced technology with innovative engineering to deliver a tyre designed to 
provide a long life tread, maximise ride comfort and improve tyre efficiency with fitments for a 
wide range of SUVs.

SRX
SuV 
PREMIuM TOuRInG
90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: SUV

STABILEDGETM TECHNOLOGY
Strategically placed bumpers assist in keeping 
the grooves between the tread open to stabilise 
the tread elements. This gives you a better feel 
for the road, and enhanced traction, stability 
and handling.

HIGH SILICA COMPOUND
Formulated with chemically-coupled 
silica to provide excellent wet traction 
and highway handling.

3D MICRO GAUGETM SIPING
Specially designed 3D Micro GaugeTM sipes 
allow the tread blocks to interlock for maximum 
stability. This gives you increased traction, 
handling and safety, even at half worn.

WEAR SQUARETM  
VISUAL INDICATORS
Indicators change as your tyres wear 
making it easy to determine the tread life 
remaining or mechanical problems causing 
irregular wear. This gives you convenience, 
confidence and safety you can see.

13 1300 COOPER (266 737)

*Configuration may vary depending on tyre size. 
Refer to page 6 for more details.

Computer designed sidewalls with an  
extended bead filler and performance 
compounding. Variable density nylon overlaying 
the steel belts offsets any stiffness created by 
the extended bead filler.

R-Tech gives you a safer, softer and  
smoother ride.

R-TECH RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY

Refer to page 15 for more details.

TYRE CuT 
SECTIOn

BEAD 
FIllER

STAnDARD R-TECH

nYlOn  
REInFORCInG



*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

80,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

245/60R18 740AA 755 105H 9.2 80,000
265/60R18 740AB 775 110T 9.2 80,000
265/65R18 740AB 801 114S 9.2 80,000
255/70R18 740AB 817 113T 9.9 80,000
265/70R18 740AB 828 116S 9.9 80,000

245/55R19 740AB 757 103S 9.2 80,000

265/50R20 740AB 778 107T 9.2 80,000
255/55R20 Xl+ 740AA 793 110H 9.2 80,000
275/55R20 Xl+ 740AA 810 117H 9.2 80,000
275/60R20 740AB 843 115S 9.2 80,000

285/45R22 Xl+ 740AA 814 114H 9.2 80,000

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

255/65R16 740AB 741 109S 9.2 80,000
215/70R16 740AA 709 100H 9.9 80,000
235/70R16 740AB 736 106T 9.9 80,000
245/70R16 740AB 746 107S 9.9 80,000
265/70R16 740AB 778 112T 9.9 80,000

235/65R17 740AB 743 104T 9.2 80,000
245/65R17 740AB 750 107T 9.2 80,000
255/65R17 740AB 766 110S 9.2 80,000
265/65R17 740AB 776 112T 9.2 80,000
235/70R17 Xl+ 740AB 760 109S 9.9 80,000
265/70R17 740AB 804 115S 9.6 80,000
255/75R17 740AB 814 115S 9.9 80,000

nEW 
PRODuCT
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The Wear SquareTM visual indicators change shape 
as the tyre wears down, giving you more confidence 
in the tyre’s safety by knowing the approximate tread 
life remaining. 

The Wear SquareTM visual indicators also allow 
you to easily identify other mechanical problems 
which may cause irregular tyre wear, such as 
wheel alignment issues, allowing you to seek timely 
professional service.

How do the Wear SquareTM visual indicators work?

The easy to understand symbols are right there built into the tyre, and will change as shown.

75%
Tread Remaining

50%
Tread Remaining

25%
Tread Remaining ReplaceNew

Treadwear indicators located on outer rib

How does StabiledgeTM Technology work?
Under the weight and pressure of driving, tyre treads tend to close (image A). With StabiledgeTM 
Technology, tiny bumpers keep the treads open for maximum traction (image B).

Traction improves steering making navigation and turning easier, for a more ‘on centre’ 
feel, and a more stable and safer drive.

StabiledgeTM keeps tyre tread open

ROAD SuRFACE

Tyre tread closes under pressure

ROAD SuRFACE

A B

eXClUSiVe To CooPer TireS

leading edge tyre technology
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How does 3D Micro GaugeTM siping work?

Traditional Siping

3D Micro GaugeTM Siping

Specially designed 3D Micro GaugeTM  
siping improves handling by allowing the 
tread element blocks to interlock together. 
This reduces tread squirm and improves 
tread element stability, which increases 
handling and safety.  
3D sipes maintain increased traction and 
handling throughout the entire life of  
the tyre.

3D Micro GaugeTM Siping 

Traditional sipes are allowed to move more 
freely with less stability.

3D Micro GaugeTM sipes interlock together 
as the tyre is in motion, increasing stability, 

safety and handling.

The diagrams beside shows that under 
the weight and pressure of driving the 
tread with traditional sipes moves under 
pressure, while the tread with 3D Micro 
GaugeTM sipes interlocks and stabilises  
the tread. 

You can clearly see the difference in 
stability between the traditional siping and 
the 3D Micro GaugeTM siping.

TRADITIONAL SIPES

3D SIPES

Interlocking 3D Sipes



H/T
 
HIGHWAY TERRAIn
90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

If you are considering the H/T (Highway Terrain) then you are probably replacing the original 
tyres on your vehicle and wanting a better and stronger tyre. The H/T gives you more puncture 
resistance and last you longer, with extra low noise and a soft ride.

DEEPER SEE-THROUGH TREAD

CONTINUOUS CENTRE RIB
The continuous centre rib enhances steering 
control and offers high speed stability and grip 
for better handling.

ALTERNATING SIzED SHOULDER LUGS
Alternating sized shoulder lugs together with 
smaller gaps in between creates a quiet pitch 
sequence for a quiet, comfortable ride. 

HIGH DENSITY zIG-zAG SIPES
Sipes enhance wet traction and winter 
performance while maintaining tread element 
rigidity.

Deeper see-through tread provides 
enhanced water evacuation which  
helps to resist hydroplaning. 

17 1300 COOPER (266 737)



YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

60,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load
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Our vehicle’s first set of Coopers tyres lasted an impressive distance of 115,000 kms  
only to be outdone by the current set that have travelled 120,000 kms, and are still going.

Garry Bell, Couplertec Electronic Rustproofing Director

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

225/70R15 520AB 692 100S 9.6 50,000
255/70R15 520AB 737 108S 9.6 60,000
265/70R15 520AB 748 112S 10.7 60,000
205/75R15 520AB 687 97S 10.3 50,000
215/75R15 520AB 701 100S 10.3 50,000
225/75R15 520AB 716 102S 10.3 50,000
235/75R15 Xl+ 520AB 737 109T 10.6 50,000
265/75R15 520AB 775 112S 11.0 60,000
255/65R16 520AB 738 109S 9.6 60,000
215/70R16 520AB 705 100S 10.3 50,000
225/70R16 520AB 719 101S 10.3 50,000

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

235/70R16 520AB 733 106T 10.3 60,000
245/70R16 520AB 747 107S 10.3 60,000
255/70R16 520AB 761 109S 10.6 60,000
265/70R16 520AB 772 112S 10.6 60,000
275/70R16 520AB 792 114S 10.3 60,000
275/60R17 520AB 759 110S 9.6 60,000
235/65R17 520AB 738 104S 9.6 50,000
245/65R17 520AB 748 107S 9.6 50,000
275/65R17 520AB 785 115S 9.6 60,000
265/70R17 520AB 798 113S 10.6 60,000



The HT3 is designed for extra strength, safety and reliability for drivers carrying heavier loads. 
Drive with increased traction and touring-and-towing performance whether you’re towing a 
caravan, trailer or supporting a heavy load in your vehicle.

SEE-THROUGH TREADS

EVEN WEAR TREAD DESIGN

3D MICRO GAUGETM SIPING

The continuous outer tread ribs provide 
additional stability and strong resistance 
to irregular wear in situations where starting/
stopping and constant turning are the norm.

Specially designed 3D Micro GaugeTM sipes 
allow the tread blocks to interlock for maximum 
stability. This gives you increased traction, 
handling and safety, even at half worn.

Cooper’s see-through treads and wide 
circumferential grooves direct water out from the 
tyre, resisting hydro-planning.

HIGH SILICA COMPOUND
Formulated with chemically-coupled 
silica to provide excellent wet traction 
and highway handling.
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HT3 90% 10%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

PREMIuM 
HIGHWAY TERRAIn

Refer to page 16 for more details.

Refer to page 6 for more details.
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PLACE 
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HERE

KEEP THIS RECORD OF YOUR 10,000Km SERVICES

100,000 kms
up to
WARRANTY
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KM
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STAmP
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COOPER
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COOPER
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STAmP
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100,000Km

WHEEL ALIGNmENT ·  WHEEL BALANCE  ·  SUSPENSION CHECK ·  BRAKE CHECK

*See page 29 Mileage Warranty
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Tyre Size OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn
31/10.50R15 767 109R 11.5 80,000

225/75R16 742 115R 11.5 80,000
245/75R16 771 120R 11.5 100,000
265/75R16 803 123R 11.5 100,000
285/75R16 827 126R 11.8 100,000

Tyre Size OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn
235/85R16 807 120R 11.5 80,000

245/70R17 776 119S 11.5 100,000
265/70R17 804 121S 11.5 100,000
275/70R17 817 121S 11.5 100,000

275/65R18 815 123S 11.5 100,000



The LTz is a hybrid between a sports-truck tyre and an all-terrain tyre. With higher load ratings, 
each steel belt has up to 15% more strength, increasing the load-carrying capacity over 
standard tyres in the equivalent size.
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OffSET ALTERNATELY  
SCALLOPED SHOULDER LUGS

RIM PROTECTOR

SPORTS-TRUCK CONSTRUCTION

DUAL ‘z’ SHAPED SIPES

LUG-LOCKS

AGGRESSIVE 5-RIB DESIGN

Shoulder lugs are offset and alternately  
scalloped for extra traction in mud or loose surfaces.

A rubber rim protector* extends beyond  
the rim flange and decreases the chance 
of rim damage that can occur if a tyre/wheel 
assembly scuffs a curb.

With a stronger steel belt than most other tyres of 
its class, the LTZ gives you increased load-carrying 
capacity and better resistance to damage when 
off-road.

Selected zones between tread block elements are 
reinforced with raised, serrated ‘lug-locks’. This 
gives you enhanced steering response, safety and 
traction.

Dual ‘Z’ shaped sipes provide long, dependable 
traction in all-weather conditions while balancing 
tread element stiffness for excellent treadwear and 
handling.

The aggressive 5-rib design creates a balance 
between on-road control and safer handling with 
the benefit of off-road traction performance.

PERfORMANCE APEX
The high modulus rubber compound above 
the bead minimises sidewall flex in cornering 
resulting in crisper and safer handling.

LTz 70% 30%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: SUV

SPORTS 
All-TERRAIn

*Selected sizes only.

4WD



*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

60,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

After purchasing our Jeep Grand Cherokee Blackhawk,
we went straight to the Cooper Tires website to choose a suitable tyre.

Michael Bowen, Automotive Enthusiast & Editor of Jeep Action Magazine 

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

285/60R18Xl+ 520AB 800 120S 11.1 50,000
255/55R19 Xl+ 520AB 765 111H 9.6 60,000
275/45R20 Xl+ 520AB 757 110S 11.1 50,000
285/50R20 Xl+ 520AB 795 116S 11.1 50,000

Tyre Size uTqG  
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

305/50R20 Xl+ 520AB 817 120S 11.1 50,000
275/55R20 Xl+ 520AB 811 117S 11.1 50,000
305/40R22 Xl+ 520AB 804 114S 11.1 50,000



A/T3
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The A/T3 performs well in nearly all types of terrain. It offers a direct original equipment 
replacement for some of the most popular 4WDs and SUVs in the market today.

BROKEN CENTRE RIB

HIGH TENSILE CONSTRUCTION

SAW-TOOTH GROOVES  
AND SERRATED STEPS

This gives you more control and grip  
on loose surfaces like mud and dirt 
without sacrificing handling.

Uses high-tensile cords (33% stronger  
than standard tensile cords) and super-tensile 
steel belts (15% stronger than high-tensile steel 
belts). This gives you reduced fuel consumption 
and enhanced damage resistance.

Create biting edges for traction and dislodge 
stones and debris. This gives you excellent 
grip, self-cleaning ability and reduced stone 
retention.

MICRO GAUGE SIPING
Its highest content of silica enables the A/T3 
to have micro gauge zig-zag shaped sipes to 
reduce cut and chip and enhance traction in 
wet and soft surfaces. This gives you enhanced 
stability and extended mileage.

70% 30%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

 
All-TERRAIn

SUV

*Configuration may vary depending on tyre size. 

HIGH SILICA COMPOUND
Formulated with the highest content 
of chemically-coupled silica to provide 
excellent extra wet traction and highway 
handling. It also lowers rolling resistance, giving 
you more grip and fuel efficiency than other 
traditional tyres with less or no silica.
Refer to page 6 for more details.

Super-Tensile 
Steel Belts

High-Tensile 
Cords



YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

90,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

*See page 29 Mileage Warranty,  XL+ = Extra Load

Tyre Size uTqG 
Rating

OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT DuTY - PASSEnGER COnSTRuCTIOn
225/70R15 560AB 703 100T 10.6 50,000
255/70R15 560AB 739 108T 11.0 50,000
265/70R15 560AB 753 112T 11.0 50,000
235/75R15 Xl+ 560AB 730 109T 11.0 50,000
265/75R15 560AB 776 112T 11.0 50,000
215/70R16 560AB 704 100T 10.6 50,000
225/70R16 560AB 728 103T 10.6 50,000
235/70R16 560AB 732 106T 10.6 50,000
245/70R16 Xl+ 560AB 748 111T 10.6 50,000
255/70R16 560AB 763 111T 11.0 50,000
265/70R16 560AB 772 112T 11.0 50,000
235/60R17 560AB 719 102T 9.9 50,000
235/65R17 560AB 742 104T 10.3 50,000
245/65R17 560AB 750 107T 10.3 50,000
255/65R17 560AB 766 110T 10.3 50,000
265/65R17 560AB 777 112T 10.3 50,000
235/70R17 Xl+ 560AB 762 111T 10.6 50,000
265/60R18 560AB 776 110T 9.9 50,000
275/55R20 Xl+ 560AB 811 117T 9.9 50,000

Tyre Size Ply OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn
235/75R15 6 734 104R 12.7 60,000
30/9.50R15 6 744 104R 13.1 70,000
31/10.50R15 6 767 109R 13.1 70,000
245/70R16 10 750 118R 13.1 80,000
265/70R16 10 778 121R 13.1 80,000
305/70R16 10 831 124R 13.5 90,000
225/75R16 10 747 115R 13.1 60,000
245/75R16 10 771 120R 13.1 80,000
265/75R16 10 803 123R 13.1 90,000
285/75R16 10 827 126R 13.5 90,000
215/85R16 10 770 115R 13.1 50,000
235/85R16 10 807 120R 13.1 70,000
265/65R17 10 775 120R 12.6 80,000
245/70R17 10 776 119S 13.1 80,000
265/70R17 10 804 121S 13.1 90,000
275/70R17 10 817 121R 13.1 90,000
285/70R17 10 834 121S 13.5 90,000
225/75R17 10 771 116R 13.1 70,000
275/65R18 10 815 123S 12.6 80,000
285/65R18 10 827 125S 12.6 80,000
275/70R18 10 844 125S 12.6 80,000
275/65R20 10 869 126S 12.6 60,000
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I have found the A/T3’s to be much longer wearing than other brands of tyres I have 
previously used... I don’t know what else to say about them other than they just work!!

ron Barker, Toyota Prado Driver



The S/Tmaxx was developed after three years of testing in Australia’s outback to give you the 
toughest all-terrain performance.

25 1300 COOPER (266 737)

S/TMAXX

MICRO GAUGE SIPING

ARMOR-TEK3

Its high content of silica enables the  
S/Tmaxx to have micro gauge sipes to 
reduce cut and chip and enhance traction in 
wet and soft surfaces. This gives you enhanced 
stability and extended mileage.

ENHANCED BUTTRESS DESIGN
Provides additional off-road traction and a rugged 
appearance. This gives you the ultimate abrasion 
resistance and extra sidewall protection.

On top of the high tensile construction, 
the S/Tmaxx also features Armor-Tek3, 
an additional third ply at an 8° angle, which 
maximises carcass protection and lowers sidewall 
damage, giving you more stability, safety and 
better handling.

Proprietary, tested and proven full 3-ply (angle 
ply technology) carcass construction in the tread 
and sidewall provides 50% MORE protection* 
against impact damage and 2.5 times MORE 
tear resistance.

STONE EJECTOR RIBS  
AND VARIED CHANNELS
Located in the shoulder area resist damage by 
discharging stones to avoid drilling. This gives you 
extra resistance to cutting and chipping.

HIGH SILICA AND NATURAL 
RUBBER  COMPOUND
Uniquely-formulated chemically-coupled 
silica mixed with natural rubber reduces cut and 
chip in off-road conditions, and improves wet 
traction.

Refer to page 6 for more details.

50% 50%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

HEAVY DuTY 
All-TERRAIn

*Compared to standard 2-ply tyres. 



*See page 29 Mileage Warranty

Tyre Size Ply OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn
31/10.50R15 6 781 109Q 14.7 80,000
33/12.50R15 6 832 108Q 14.7 80,000
35/12.50R15 6 875 113Q 14.7 80,000

305/70R16 10 840 124Q 14.7 80,000
225/75R16 10 749 115Q 14.7 60,000
245/75R16 10 779 120Q 14.7 60,000
255/85R16 10 833 123Q 14.7 80,000
265/75R16 10 813 123Q 14.7 80,000
285/75R16 10 836 126Q 14.7 80,000
315/75R16 10 875 127Q 14.7 80,000

Tyre Size Ply OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread 
Depth 
(mm)

Kms* 

Warranty

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn
235/85R16 10 812 120Q 14.7 60,000

265/65R17 10 775 120Q 14.7 80,000
245/70R17 10 780 119Q 14.7 80,000
265/70R17 10 809 121Q 14.7 70,000
275/70R17 10 817 121Q 14.7 80,000
285/70R17 10 838 121Q 14.7 70,000
315/70R17 8 878 121Q 14.7 80,000

275/65R18 10 818 123Q 14.7 70,000
285/65R18 10 833 125Q 14.7 70,000
275/70R18 10 848 125Q 14.7 70,000
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE      MILEAGE

80,000 kms
up to

WARRANTY

In my view the Cooper S/Tmaxx is the best  
all-terrain tyre Australia’s ever seen. I just love ‘em’.

rob Boegheim, Hema Maps



The STT PRO is Cooper’s latest generation and most advanced mud tyre to date. Put through 
its paces by Cooper Tires engineers during testing and development in Australia’s Outback, it’s 
ready for anything you throw at it!
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STT PRO

On top of the high tensile construction, 
the STT PRO also features Armor-Tek3, 
an additional third ply at an 8° angle, which 
maximises carcass protection and lowers 
sidewall damage, giving you more stability, safety 
and better handling.

Proprietary, tested and proven full 3-ply (angle 
ply technology) carcass construction in the tread 
and sidewall provides 50% MORE protection* 
against impact damage and 2.5 times MORE 
tear resistance.

Work together to create air pockets that prevent 
mud from sticking between the tread blocks. 
This gives you exceptional mud, dirt, rock and 
gravel traction.

Allows the tyre to flex - dampening the impact 
generated by inconsistent terrain. This gives you 
greater flexibility and an even smoother ride.

Work together to eject stones and gravel from 
the tread. This gives you a reduced chance of 
stone retention, while improving grip.

MUD RELEASE DIMPLES & MUD SCOOPS

fLEX GROOVE

RAISED RUBBER RIBS  
AND ANGLED GROOVE WALLS

HIGH SILICA 
COMPOUND
Formulated with the 
highest content of chemically-
coupled silica to reduce cutting and 
chipping in off-road conditions, 
and improve wet traction.

ARMOR-TEK3

Refer to page 6 for more details.

Refer to page 6 for more details.

 
SuPER TRACTIOn
20% 80%Road & Sand Dirt & Mud

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

*Compared to standard 2-ply tyres. 

MICRO GAUGE SIPING

ASYMMETRICAL SCALLOPS

Its highest content of silica enables the  
STT PRO to have micro gauge sipes to reduce 
cutting and chipping and enhance traction in 
wet and soft surfaces. This gives you enhanced 
stability and extended mileage.

Alternating shoulder scallops on an 
optimised 6° angle helps direct mud into 
the mud scoops to assist self-cleaning and mud 
evacuation.



TESTED AND PROVEN IN 
AUSTRALIA’S OUTBACK
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I’ve always had confidence in your tyres but the new PROs are  
without a doubt the best step forward in off-road tyre technology in a decade.

roothy, 4WD Journalist & Producer of Roothy’s Low Range

Tyre Size Ply OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread Depth 
(mm)

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn

265/70R17 10 811 121Q 14.8
285/70R17 10 839 121Q 15.2
315/70R17 10 878 121Q 16.6
37x12.50R17 8 934 124Q 17.5

305/60R18 10 830 121Q 16.6
275/65R18 10 820 123Q 15.1
285/65R18 10 836 125Q 15.1
275/70R18 10 846 125Q 16.0
305/70R18 10 897 126Q 16.6

305/55R20 10 851 121Q 16.4
275/65R20 10 876 126Q 15.2
35x12.50R20 10 881 121Q 16.6

Tyre Size Ply OD 
(mm)

load 
Index

Tread Depth 
(mm)

lIGHT TRuCK - HEAVY DuTY COnSTRuCTIOn

30x9.50R15 6 751 104Q 15.2
31x10.50R15 6 781 109Q 15.8
32x11.50R15 6 802 113Q 15.8
33x12.50R15 6 831 108Q 16.6
35x12.50R15 6 878 113Q 16.6

305/70R16 10 838 124Q 15.4
225/75R16 10 749 115Q 14.2
245/75R16 10 780 120Q 14.3
265/75R16 10 810 123Q 14.8
285/75R16 10 838 126Q 15.1
315/75R16 10 877 127Q 16.2
235/85R16 10 810 120Q 14.3

305/65R17 10 830 121Q 16.6

nEW 
PRODuCT



Cooper Tires offer two different types of warranty:

(1) A Manufacturer’s Warranty - Australia wide, that covers you against manufacturing faults. 

(2) A capital city Mileage Warranty up to 100,000km depending on size and tread pattern as long as you keep 
up your service schedule, your Mileage Warranty will be honoured wherever you travel in Australia.

Why is the Mileage Warranty only available in 
capital cities? The reason the Mileage Warranty is 
only available in capital cities, is due to the fact that 
most road surfaces in capital cities are similar. Whereas 
in country areas, the road conditions vary dramatically. 
Even sealed surfaces vary from area to area. The 
mileage you obtain in a country area may be less due 
to these conditions. However, the life expectancy of 
your Cooper tyres, compared to many other brands in 
the same conditions should be greater.

What happens to my Mileage Warranty if I go on a 
major trip? Nothing happens! As long as you keep up 
your service schedule, your warranty will be honoured 
wherever you travel in Australia. Just make sure you 
always keep your warranty card in your car. Call 1300 
COOPER (1300 266 737) and we can help you find an 
Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer.

Why does the Mileage Warranty range from 
50,000 to 100,000kms?  Because a small tyre cannot 
give the same mileage as a larger tyre that may have 
even deeper treads and differing patterns! Different 
sizes also vary in carcass construction which can 
influence the life expectancy of the tyre.

What happens after 100,000kms, does this 
mean I have no Mileage Warranty after the 
100,000kms? You are no longer covered by the 
Mileage Warranty after you have gone past the 
specified warranty mileage, but you are still covered 
against manufacturing faults for 72 months from date 
of purchase, or until the tread wears down to 1.6 
mm, in which case the tyre is worn out and then the 
warranty ends.

What if I already get 100,000kms from my original 
tyres, does this mean I will get more from my 
Cooper Tires? If your original tyres have travelled 
100,000 kms, then you should still expect more 

mileage out of your Cooper tyres as they have up to 
30.3% more tread than most original equipment tyres 
and up to 46.3% deeper tread in the shoulders.

If I sell my vehicle, is the Mileage Warranty 
transferable? Yes, as long as the warranty card is 
transferred between customers and the amount of kms 
that has already been run is correct and all up to date. 
Make sure the purchaser is aware that balance and 
alignment checks are required every 10,000 kms.

Why is the Mileage Warranty not available for the 
Cooper STT pro? Because it is regarded as a more 
dedicated off-road tyre and mostly used in harsher 
terrains than the other patterns. It also has a special 
cut and chip compound which may cause the tyre 
to actually last longer than other patterns in off-road 
conditions. However, they may wear a little quicker with 
mainly blacktop driving.

TRAVELLING Off-ROAD
Does the Mileage Warranty cover off-road 
damage? We do not warrant against tyre punctures 
and damage, as they are seen as general road hazards 
and not a manufacturing defect or reason for not 
achieving the stated Mileage Warranty for the tyre.

If you live in a capital city, does the Mileage 
Warranty apply if you drive off-road?  Yes, we 
understand that most people will take their four wheel 
drives off-road, but as stated above, road hazards 
or damage that is not a manufacturing fault are not 
covered. An Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer can 
refuse to give you a Mileage Warranty based on their 
discretion on the intended use of the tyres.

MAINTAINING YOUR MILEAGE WARRANTY
Why is it important to buy tyres from Authorised 
Cooper Tires retailers only? Because they are 
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freqUenTly ASked qUeSTionS

*Mileage Warranty



trained to recommend the correct tyre for your usage, 
and unauthorised retailers cannot supply the Mileage 
Warranty.

What do I need to do to maintain my Mileage 
Warranty, and why? You must rotate and balance 
your tyres and have your wheel alignment checked 
every 10,000 kilometres and ensure that there is no 
mechanical reason that may be causing rapid tyre 
wear. An Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer must sign 
your card each time the regular service is completed. 
You must maintain the correct tyre pressures at all 
times.

Why do I have to balance, rotate and wheel align 
my tyres to get the Mileage Warranty? Regular 
maintenance is important to good tyre life. Regular 
rotations and inspections will ensure you get the most 
even wear out of your tyres. The wheel alignment is 
essential due to the impact of varying road surfaces 
and conditions. Wheel alignment should be checked to 
compensate for any road hazards or changes to wheel 
alignment angles. How many pot holes have you hit in 
the last 6 months?

How much extra will it cost me in servicing to 
get the Mileage Warranty? Your tyre retailer would 
have quoted a special price, check your warranty 
card. This price is only valid at the tyre retailer where 
you purchased the tyres from, as prices may vary 
from area to area. You may be required to get more 
regular services than you are used to. However, the 
overall per kilometre savings usually outweigh the extra 
investment.

Why does the cost of this service vary between 
tyre retailers? Every business has the right to choose 
the cost for their service. This can vary between areas 
because of labour, freight and running costs.

Do I have to take my vehicle back to the tyre 
retailer who sold me my tyres for this service?  
You can take your vehicle to any Authorised Cooper 
Tires Retailer. Call 1300 COOPER (1300 266 737) for 
assistance to find an Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer 
near you.

MAKING A CLAIM
How long does it take to get a decision about 
a Mileage Warranty claim? A decision about 
your Mileage Warranty can be made as soon as an 
Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer has measured your 
tread depths, checked if your services have been 
properly maintained by checking your warranty card 

and then working out the pro-rata discount on your 
next set of Cooper tyres. Any Authorised Cooper Tires 
Retailer that is uncertain of your claim can fax this 
information on to our service centre for an immediate 
decision.

How do I get a Mileage Warranty claim if I am 
away from home? Go to your nearest Authorised 
Cooper Tires Retailer for assistance. If you have moved 
or are travelling, go to www.coopertires.com.au or phone 
1300 COOPER (1300 266 737) and we will direct you 
to the nearest Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer.

Does the Mileage Warranty cover other defects? 
All Cooper tyres are covered against manufacturing 
faults for 72 months from date of purchase, or until the 
tread wears down to 1.6 mm, in which case the tyre is 
worn out and the warranty ends.

Does the Mileage Warranty cover punctures and 
tyre damage?  We do not cover tyre punctures and 
damage, as they are seen as general road hazards. 
If you get a puncture or some kind of damage from 
a hazard, that is not a fault with the tyre, simply an 
unfortunate risk of driving.

Who is not eligible for the Mileage Warranty? 

• Taxi or hire vehicles.

• A participating retailer has the right to refuse or 
vary the warranty period based on their discretion, or 
because of the particular use of the vehicle.

• Tyres that exhibit extreme or abnormal use may have 
their adjustment altered rather than declined. 

• The Mileage Warranty is only applicable to capital 
city purchases. When used in the same conditions, 
Cooper Tires will usually outlast most competitor 
brands. However, some areas in Australia will cause 
rapid wear beyond normal use with any brand. That is 
why the Mileage Warranty is restricted to Cooper tyres 
purchased and normally used in capital cities.

AUSTRALIAN CONSUMER LAW NOTICE
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You 
are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major 
failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to 
have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail 
to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not 
amount to a major failure.

For full terms and conditions please visit 
www.coopertires.com.au

30coopertires.com.au Find us on Facebook /CooperTiresAus



your nearest Authorised Cooper Tires retailer is:

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

XST-A
Premium Highway Terrain

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 50,000km

70% ROAD & SAnD 
30% DIRT & MuD

20% ROAD & SAnD 
80% DIRT & MuD

lTZ
 All-Terrain Sports

STT  PRO
Super Traction Tyre

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

H/TPlus
Highway Terrain

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

H/T
Highway Terrain

70% ROAD & SAnD 
30% DIRT & MuD

50% ROAD & SAnD 
50% DIRT & MuD

A/T3
All-Terrain

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

CS5
SUV Light Duty Touring

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

HT3 
Premium Highway Terrain

S/Tmaxx
Heavy Duty All-Terrain

Australia’s largest range of SUV & 4Wd tyres
pg.9

pg.21

pg.10

pg.17

pg.23

pg.11

pg.19

pg.25 pg.27

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

SUITABLE fOR:

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

SUITABLE fOR: 4WD

SUITABLE fOR: SUV

To find your nearest Authorised Cooper Tires Retailer call 

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 60,000km

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 80,000km

90% ROAD & SAnD 
10% DIRT & MuD

SRX      
SUV Premium Touring

pg.13

SUITABLE fOR: SUV

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 80,000km

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 60,000km

THE LATEST GENERATION MOST ADVANCED MUD TYRE

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 90,000km

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 80,000km

MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 60,000km MILEAGE WARRANTY UP TO 100,000km

1300 COOPER (266 737) coopertires.com.auor visit  

4WDSUV

SUITABLE fOR:
4WDSUV

SUITABLE fOR:
4WDSUV

SUITABLE fOR:
4WDSUV


